Today, there are more insulation and air sealing options than ever. But for performance, value and ease of use, there’s still no better choice than Owens Corning.

We understand the challenges you face—increasingly stringent building codes, growing labor shortages and the pressure to shorten the build cycle. So, we made it our mission to bring you affordable, high-performance solutions that meet your needs.

Our portfolio of ProPink® air-sealing products, including ProPink ComfortSeal™ Framing Gasket and ProPink ComfortSeal™ Gun Foam, enable you to address both insulation and air leakage at the same time, and offer you benefits other options cannot surpass.

Of course, some insulation alternatives may be suitable in certain applications. But in every application—from single-family homes to multi-unit properties—Owens Corning® Solutions are better for your bottom line.
Low Installation Costs.
Did you know that fiberglass products cost about one-fourth as much for the same R-Value as spray foam?1 Consider these facts: Our products can be installed fast with minimal labor. No added drying time is required, so you can start putting up the drywall immediately and reduce your build cycle. Owens Corning understands the building industry and the importance of maintaining a project schedule. For us, simplicity matters because it matters to contractors and builders. Our ProPink® products come to the job site ready to install, with no mixing or complicated equipment required. And because no special equipment is needed, the cost of entry is low.

Code Compliance.
We make it easy for you to meet today’s stringent insulation and air sealing codes. Our insulation portfolio of batts provides thermal performance for all parts of your project—walls, floors, and ceilings; and covers R11-R49 attic solutions, and everything in between. And our L77 blown-in fiberglass insulation installs dry and cleans up easy while exceeding high standards. What’s more, we offer a wide range air sealing solutions to meet your needs.

Safety.
The ProPink® Solutions portfolio of products are safe to use plus fiberglass insulation is validated formaldehyde-free, which presents fewer risks and dangers to your trades. In fact, our system is safe to use, only minimal protective equipment is required. And consider this—Owens Corning employs a robust product stewardship process and quality control of its PINK® FIBERGLAS™ insulation.

Designed with the Environment in Mind.
Owens Corning has a deep commitment to sustainability, reflected in both how our products are made and how we help installers and builders best apply them. ProPink® Fiberglas™ insulation batts are made from sand and recycled glass, with a bio-based binder and all fiberglass insulation is naturally non-combustible. Our glass fiber products use an average of 50% recycled glass content. Fiberglass loosefill insulation, both for attics and blown walls, is made with few ingredients and is certified under the Living Product Challenge.

Trust.
With decades of proven success on the job, Owens Corning is the brand professionals and homeowners know and trust. Whether your job calls for batts, blown-in fiberglass insulation, foam insulation flashing and joint tape, or continuous insulation, you can depend on solutions from the Owens Corning® product catalog.

Collaboration.
Owens Corning brings expertise in marketing, sales, and building science. Whatever you’re trying to accomplish, we are the right partner to make it happen.

Performance.
A study by Home Innovations Research Labs proves what we have already known—fibrerglass insulation stands the test of time. The latest research shows that aged fiberglass batt insulation maintains approximately 95.5% of the labeled R-Value in samples between 30-50 years of service. Decades later, fiberglass batts show proven performance.

High-Performance Wall Systems.
For consistent thermal performance from room-to-room and floor-to-floor, there’s no better choice than the ProPink® High-Performance Wall System. Count on our high-quality products to improve homeowner comfort and keep energy costs low.

EnergyComplete® Sealant.
GREENGUARD GOLD certified, this reliable product reduces air leakage and infiltration. It can be installed in temperatures ranging from 20-110°F and dries in 20 minutes.

ProPink ComfortSeal™ Framing Gasket.
Durable, flexible, and easy to install, ProPink ComfortSeal™ Framing Gasket provides effective air-sealing at the top plate, base plate, rim joists, and floor connections.

PROPINK® L77 Loosefill Insulation.
Great for insulating walls, attics, cathedral ceilings and floors, L77 provides the highest yield of any loosefill insulation on the market today. With L77, you can reduce blow times, shorten build cycles, and improve profits.

Owens Corning offers a variety of fiberglass insulation systems to help you meet and exceed your performance targets.
**Inspect-R® Density Gauge.**

With this helpful tool, you can verify the R-value of insulation blown into a wall cavity without sampling and without the risk of damage.

---

**PROPINK® FastBatt™ Insulation.**

Get the job done faster with ProPink FastBatt™ Insulation. This proven fiberglass insulation product is designed for “friction fit” application that requires no stapling to hold it in the cavity.
Continuous Insulation. Owens Corning® Continuous Insulation addresses the problem at the source. Transitioning the air barrier to the exterior addresses thermal bridging and helps keep the sheathing warm, reducing the risk of condensation that can lead to mold and durability issues. We apply the most advanced building science to deliver products that optimize home performance. Looking for comfort, durability, and energy efficiency? Continuous Insulation from Owens Corning is the answer.

Air Sealing Solutions. Proper air sealing is critical to the home’s energy performance. Not to mention, air leaks are a major cause of reduced air quality and homeowner discomfort. So, it’s important to spec an air sealing product that gets the job done right and one that can focus on the most vulnerable places in a home. Unlike spray foam applied in the cavity, which accounts for only 50% of air leakage, Owens Corning® products deliver a higher level of energy efficiency. Don't allow leaks to let the air out of your home sales. Choose Owens Corning® products, including ProPink ComfortSeal™ Framing Gasket, ProPink ComfortSeal™ Gun Foam and EnergyComplete® Sealant.

FOAMULAR® Rigid Foam Insulation.
Available in a variety of sizes, thicknesses, edges and compressive strengths, FOAMULAR® provides a layer of continuous insulation to help prevent thermal bridging and resist moisture.

Joint and Flashing Tapes.
We offer a wide range of reliable tape products to enhance your building’s thermal and moisture resistance.

ProPink ComfortSeal™ Framing Gasket.
Durable, flexible, and easy to install, ProPink ComfortSeal™ Framing Gasket provides effective air sealing at the top plate, base plate, rim joists, and floor connections.
We are proud to work with some of the most respected builders in the nation. Our goal is not just to provide products, but to forge relationships that endure.

**Jon Girod**  
Owner, Quail Homes

The relationship between Quail Homes and Owens Corning is based on trust. At the start, Owens Corning conducted a thorough assessment of their homes, and discovered that the builder could improve efficiency if they switched to an external sealing system. Today, every Quail home is wrapped in a blanket of PINK® insulation, top to bottom, outside to inside.

“Owens Corning® insulation helps us build homes that are energy-efficient, durable and comfortable for families. When it comes to working with a true partner, Owens Corning is at the top of the list.”

**Chris Davis**  
Ron Davis Custom Homes

The exceptional designs and high-quality craftsmanship of Ron Davis Custom Homes demands complete comfort. To make this happen, Owens Corning delivered with the most advanced building science and finest products available on the market today, including PROPINK Complete™ Blown-in Wall System, FOAMULAR® XPS Continuous Exterior Insulation and more.

“Owens Corning provided us with the most advanced building science and best products available on the market today. By partnering with Owens Corning, we’ve taken building science to another level and the benefit to the homeowner is a more energy efficient, more comfortable, and quieter home.”

---

**Let’s Get Started**  
We’d love the chance to tell you more about our fiberglass insulation systems. So call us at 1-800-GET-PINK® today to set up an appointment. We look forward to working with you.